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Power, Politics, and Society
2015-10-14

power politics society an introduction to political sociology discusses
how sociologists have organized the study of politics into conceptual
frameworks and how each of these frameworks foster a sociological
perspective on power and politics in society this includes discussing
how these frameworks can be applied to understanding current issues and
other real life aspects of politics the authors connect with students by
engaging them in activities where they complete their own applications
of theory hypothesis testing and forms of inquiry

International Political Sociology
2016-07-22

this book presents an overview and evaluation of contemporary research
in international political sociology ips bringing together leading
scholars from many disciplines and diverse geographical backgrounds it
provides unprecedented coverage of the key concepts and research through
which ips has opened up new ways of thinking about international
relations it also considers some of the consequences of such innovations
for established forms of social and political analysis it thus takes the
reader on an intellectual journey engaging with questions about
boundaries and limits among the many interrelated worlds in which we now
live the ways we conceptualise them and how we continually reshape
boundaries of identities spaces authorities and disciplinary knowledge
the volume is organized three sections lines intersections and
directions the first section examines some influences that led to the
formation of the project of ips and how it has opened up avenues of
research beyond the limits of an international relations discipline
shaped within political science the second section explores some key
concepts as well as a series of heated discussions about power and
authority practices and governmentality performativity and reflexivity
the third section explores some of the transversal topics of research
that have been pursued within ips including inequality migration
citizenship the effect of technology on practices of security the role
of experts and expertise date driven surveillance and the relation
between mobility power and inequality this book will be an essential
source of reference for students and across the social sciences
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The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to Political
Sociology
2016-09-26

the wiley blackwell companion to political sociology is a complete
reference guide reflecting the scope and quality of the discipline and
highlighting emerging topics in the field global in focus offering up to
date topics from an interdisciplinary international set of scholars
addressing key issues concerning globalization social movements and
citizenship the majority of chapters are new including those on
environmental politics international terrorism security corruption and
human rights revises and updates all previously published chapters to
include new themes and topics in political sociology provides an
overview of scholarship in the field with chapters working independently
and collectively to examine the full range of contributions to political
sociology offers a challenging yet accessible and complete reference
guide for students and scholars

Introduction to Political Sociology
2009

the substantially revised and updated new fifth edition of this
comprehensive text shows the broad social bases of politics and
identifies how politics and actions by government can influence the fate
of nations and their citizens the text provides insight into recent
political sociologicaltheories and helps students make sense of the many
major social and political changes taking place in the world with a
focus on the economy and politics states and societies civil society and
politics basic forms of political rule power and equality in modern
america political parties andcitizen participation this text is the
perfect foundation for undergraduate courses in political sociology

Political Sociology
2005-01-01

this book caters to the needs of the post graduate level syllabus of
political science and public administration the topics in this volume
include electoral politics military and politics civil society culture
and politics religion and politics
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The Handbook of Political Sociology
2005-05-23

this handbook provides a complete survey of the vibrant field of
political sociology part i explores the theories of political sociology
part ii focuses on the formation transitions and regime structure of the
state part iii takes up various aspects of the state that respond to
pressures from civil society

Political Sociology – The State of the Art
2009-12-09

the world of political science new volumes the book traces the
disciplinary development of political sociology and the
transdisciplinary research into the overlapping issues involving
politics and society the contributions cover overviews of the history
methodological and theoretical development of this academic discipline
successes as well as failures in past unexplored areas and salient
issues in ongoing research are also highlighted from the contents
subrata k mitra and malte pehl taking stock of political sociology dirk
berg schlosser political culture at a crossroads kay lawson and mildred
schwartz parties interest groups and social movements shall change be
mid wife to truth eva etzioni halevy socio political inequalities elites
classes and democracy prakash sarangi contemporary approaches to the
study of the state jan van deth political sociology old concerns and new
directions

Power, Politics, and Society
2012

the 21st century has witnessed a fundamental transformation of political
institutions and society alongside cultural global and complexity turns
in social theory this provocative text gives an overview of key issues
argues for an existential turn in political sociology and brings the
study of politics and society up to date

The New Political Sociology
2010-01-20
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this handbook presents in a comprehensive concise and accessible
overview the emerging field of international political sociology it
summarizes and synthesizes existing knowledge in the field while
presenting central themes and methodologies that have been at the centre
of its development providing the reader with a sense of the diversity
and research dynamics that are at the heart of international political
sociology as a field of study a wide range of topics covered include
international political sociology and its cognate disciplines and fields
of study key themes including security mobility finance development
gender religion health global elites and the environment methodologies
on how to engage with international political sociology including
fieldwork archives discourse ethnography assemblage materiality social
spaces and visuality current and future challenges of international
political sociology addressed by three key scholars providing a
synthetic reference point summarizing key achievements and engagements
while putting forward future developments and potential fruitful lines
of inquiry it is an invaluable resource for students academics and
researchers from a range of disciplines particularly international
relations political science sociology political geography international
law international political economy security studies and gender studies

Routledge Handbook of International Political
Sociology
2016-12-01

first published in 1992 rush and althoff s an introduction to political
sociology was published in 1971 and has been out of print for some years
in the meantime the scope of political sociology has broadened
considerably and a number of its traditional concerns have benefited
from further research and publication although some have suffered from
relative neglect the present volume is not therefore a revised edition
of the original book but a new and much more comprehensive piece of work
covering a number of major themes not previously included its purpose is
to introduce students to the wide range of concepts themes and ideas now
regarded as central to political sociology and to draw on the extensive
research available

Politics and Society
2014-06-06

this fully revised and updated introduction to political sociology
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incorporates the burgeoning literature on globalization and shows how
contemporary politics is linked to cultural issues social structure and
democratizing social action new material on global governance human
rights global social movements global media new discussion of democracy
and democratization clearly lays out what is at stake in deciding
between alternatives of cosmopolitanism imperialism and nationalism
includes additional discussion of the importance of studying culture to
political sociology

Contemporary Political Sociology
2010-02-22

this is an essential disciplinary update for all political sociologists
and an exciting guide for all lay observers of politics drake offers a
fresh look at the world of contemporary politics itself a contested
territory at a time of global terrorist threats mass mobilizations spot
insurgencies spreading democratic aspirations and rapidly changing super
power relations jan pakulski university of tasmania political sociology
for a globalizing world turns away from the standard approaches of the
good old days to engage contemporary social conditions in depth drake s
focus on present day political phenomena particularly the central themes
of sovereignty citizenship the state and globalization makes this work
stand out as a text howard winant university of california santa barbara
michael drake has discarded many of the conventions of introductory
textbooks instead he engages the reader in a challenging set of
arguments an invitation to think and to argue political sociology is
presented not as a set of perspectives but as a lively intellectual
reflection on key events may 68 1989 9 11 alan scott university of
innsbruck this accessible book addresses one of the twenty first century
s most important issues the increasing lack of connection between
political institutions and the social reality of our everyday lives a
gulf between popular expectations and formal politics has widened
continually since the revolts against authority of 1968 the eastern
european revolutions of 1989 and the growth of new social movements
today popular disillusion with politics is ubiquitous enormous social
transformations on a global scale since the 1970s have produced no
fundamental change in what are considered normal political institutions
such as the state or in mainstream political ideologies and parties this
book provides tools to understand the apparent irrelevance to social
life of formal political institutions and practices in order to enable
us to begin to rethink the relations between politics and society
michael drake ably synthesizes the new theoretical developments that
social transformations have produced among them the analysis of power
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representation social identities social movements sovereignty statehood
globalization revolution risk and security ultimately the book explores
the emergent potentialities and problems of this new politics in a world
of continuous transformation where the parameters of the political are
continually shifting

Elites and Masses
1981

the blackwell companion to political sociology brings together thirty
eight original essays covering the wide inter disciplinary field of
political sociology represents the most comprehensive overview available
in the field of political sociology covers traditional questions as well
as emerging topics including recent debates on gender citizenship and
political identity includes detailed editorial introduction abstracts
further reading lists and a consolidated bibliography

Political Sociology for a Globalizing World
2010-11-08

how global organized crime shapes the politics of borders in modern
conflicts separatism has been on the rise across the world since the end
of the cold war dividing countries through political strife ethnic
conflict and civil war and redrawing the political map gangsters and
other statesmen examines the role transnational mafias play in the
success and failure of separatist movements challenging conventional
wisdom about the interrelation of organized crime with peacebuilding
nationalism and state making danilo mandić conducted fieldwork in the
disputed territories of kosovo and south ossetia talking to mobsters
separatists and policymakers in war zones and along major smuggling
routes in this timely and provocative book he demonstrates how
globalized mafias shape the politics of borders in torn states shedding
critical light on an autonomous nonstate actor that has been largely
sidelined by considerations of geopolitics state centered agency and
ethnonationalism blending extensive archival sleuthing and original
ethnographic data with insights from sociology and other disciplines
mandić argues that organized crime can be a fateful determinant of state
capacity separatist success and ethnic conflict putting mafias at the
center of global processes of separatism and territorial consolidation
gangsters and other statesmen raises vital questions and urges
reconsideration of a host of separatist cases in west africa the middle
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east and east europe

Society and Politics
1980

for courses in political sociology this comprehensive text shows the
broad social bases of politics and identifies how politics and actions
by government can influence the fate of nations and their citizens the
text provides insight into recent political sociological theories and
helps students make sense of the many major social and political changes
taking place in the world

The Blackwell Companion to Political Sociology
2008-04-30

specifically designed for third and fourth year students seeing politics
differently provides a concise overview of how power is distributed
within society with a particular focus on the canadian context written
with the aim of broadening students views of politics seeing politics
differently shows how politics penetrate and shape our daily lives

Gangsters and Other Statesmen
2020-12-01

why do powerful states like the u s u k china and russia repeatedly fail
to meet their international legal obligations as defined by human rights
instruments how does global capitalism affect states ability to
implement human rights particularly in the context of global recession
state austerity perpetual war and environmental crisis how are political
and civil rights undermined as part of moves to impose security and
surveillance regimes this book presents a framework for understanding
human rights as a terrain of struggle over power between states private
interests and organized bottom up social movements the authors develop a
critical sociology of human rights focusing on the concept of the human
rights enterprise the process through which rights are defined and
realized while states are designated arbiters of human rights according
to human rights instruments they do not exist in a vacuum political
sociology helps us to understand how global neoliberalism and powerful
non governmental actors particularly economic actors such as
corporations and financial institutions deeply affect states ability and
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likelihood to enforce human rights standards this book offers keen
insights for understanding rights claims and the institutionalization of
access to and restrictions on human rights it will be invaluable to
human rights advocates and undergraduate and graduate students across
the social sciences

Introduction to Political Sociology
2001

the papers in this volume provide a wide ranging sample of the issues
debated the methodologies used and the analytical orientations adopted
by canadian political sociologists drawing upon some of the top canadian
political sociologists the book is organized into five parts
politicalbeliefs and political culture the state social movements
political movements and politics and social class each beginning with an
introductory overview of the area by the volume s editor douglas baer

Power, State, and Society
2008

11 citizenship and an international political sociology 12 advancing
development through an ips approach 13 the global environment 14 finance
15 feminist international political sociology international political
sociology feminism 16 global elites 17 global governance 18 health
medicine and the bio sciences 19 mobilization 20 mobility 21 straddling
national and international politics revisiting the secular assumptions
22 reflexive sociology and international political economy 23 security
studies

Seeing Politics Differently: Seeing Politics
Differently
2012-03-01

power is the central organizing principle of all social life from
culture and education to stratification and taste and there is no more
prominent name in the analysis of power than that of noted sociologist
pierre bourdieu throughout his career bourdieu challenged the commonly
held view that symbolic power the power to dominate is solely symbolic
he emphasized that symbolic power helps create and maintain social
hierarchies which form the very bedrock of political life by the time of
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his death in 2002 bourdieu had become a leading public intellectual and
his argument about the more subtle and influential ways that cultural
resources and symbolic categories prevail in power arrangements and
practices had gained broad recognition in symbolic power politics and
intellectuals david l swartz delves deeply into bourdieu s work to show
how central but often overlooked power and politics are to an
understanding of sociology arguing that power and politics stand at the
core of bourdieu s sociology swartz illuminates bourdieu s political
project for the social sciences as well as bourdieu s own political
activism explaining how sociology is not just science but also a crucial
form of political engagement

The Human Rights Enterprise
2015-02-03

the political sociology of emotions articulates the political sociology
of emotions as a sub field of emotions sociology in relation to cognate
disciplines and sub disciplines far from reducing politics to
affectivity the political sociology of emotions is coterminous with
political sociology itself plus the emotive angle added in the
investigation of its traditional and more recent areas of research the
worldwide predominance of affective anti politics e g the securitization
of immigration policies reactionism terrorism competitive
authoritarianism nationalism and populism etc makes the political
sociology of emotions increasingly necessary in making the prospects of
democracy and republicanism in the twenty first century more
intelligible through a weak constructionist theoretical perspective the
book shows the utility of this new sub field by addressing two central
themes trauma and ressentiment trauma is considered as a key cultural
political phenomenon of our times evoking both negative and positive
emotions ressentiment is a pertaining individual and collective
political emotion allied to insecurities and moral injuries in tandem
they constitute fundamental experiences of late modern times the value
of the political sociology of emotions is revealed in the analysis of
civil wars cultural traumas the politics of pity the suffering of
distant others in the media populism and national identities on both
sides of the atlantic

Political Sociology
2002
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introduction to politics and society draws on examples from popular
political culture in order to convey how politics operates in the
contemporary world examples illustrate the meaning of theories and show
the relevance of central theoretical debates planned and developed with
an eye to the needs of students the book is an extraordinary resource
for undergraduate teaching and study needs it will be required reading
for undergraduate students in sociology politics and social policy

Political Sociology; Selected Essays
1967

contains with other papers lectures delivered at the university of rome
and published in 1927 under title corso di sociologia politica errata
slip inserted bibliographical references included in notes

Routledge Handbook of International Political
Sociology
2016-12

the development of democracy the class struggles within capitalist
societies the establishment of socialist political systems the growth of
colonial empires in the 19th century and the subsequent revolts against
them in the form of national liberation movements the world wars and
revolutions of the 20th century these are the subjects discussed mainly
from a marxist perspective but without ignoring either the criticisms of
marxism or the alternatives to it

Symbolic Power, Politics, and Intellectuals
2013-04-12

globalisation and complex europeanisation are two significant challenges
currently influencing the restructure of the european nation state and
redefining political power for this volume first rate european scholars
look at the consequences of these and other challenges faced by european
societies contributions revisit traditional objects of political science
state sovereignty civil society and citizenship mixing sophisticated
empirical analyses with methodological and conceptual innovations
including field theory multiple correspondence analysis and the study of
space sets combining qualitative and quantitative research techniques
and macro and micro levels chapters have in common a contextual analysis
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of politics through scrutiny of configurations of groups representations
and perceptions a transnational perspective is the common thread linking
every study in this volume which seeks to avoid methodological
nationalism

Political Sociology: a New Grammar of Politics
1983

monograph comprising comparisons and interdisciplinary research readings
on the evolution of modern states and societys covers the historical
rise of western european nationalism colonialism and the role of europe
centralization of government political ideologies the political aspects
of modernization in developing countries etc annotated bibliography pp
641 to 648 and references

The Political Sociology of Emotions
2020-06-01

when initially published in 1972 foundations of political sociology was
acknowledged to be the first unified study of the field it still
provides a cross fertilization of knowledge concerning the interrelation
of social class and political power taking into account new
specializations in social theory the book covers all major social
systems on a comparative international basis the opening remarks
prepared for this new printing provide an estimate of how the field has
changed during the past quarter century and what unexpected challenges
have arisen in areas of public trust and personal privacy this book
examines fascism communism anarchism conservatism and liberalism as
systems of rule as well as domains of theory it is thus a unique effort
at linking problems of history with problems of policy the six sections
of the book detail the historical and theoretical antecedents of this
relatively new hybrid area in social research policy coordinates of
political sociology types of social systems forms of political
ideologies polarities of revolution and counter revolution civil
military relations mass vs elite contradictions and threads of consensus
and conflict running through these themes horowitz presents as his
central thesis that in today s world no economic determinism can do
justice to social reality foundations is the work of a politically
sensitive and knowledgeable scholar louis schneider social forces
foundations of political sociology reflects extensive teaching and
research in the area of political sociology the book combines analytical
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insight with a provocative cutting edge and represents the best of
professor horowitz thomas r mcfaul the annals horowitz s political
stance is interesting though he knows the radical literature he
distances himself from it he sympathizes with everyone and strives to be
provocative and yet elusivea personal voice in a dogmatic discipline w j
m mackenzie political studies

Introduction to Politics and Society
2002-02-15

political sociology readings in research and theory deals with the major
theoretical conceptual and empirical issues in the field of political
sociology the readings explore a number of old and new concepts issues
and developments both within and across political systems and societies
this anthology is based on articles published in the journal of
political and military sociology political sociology is organized around
five major dimensions conceptual and pedagogical perspectives political
participation collective protest and radicalism violence and coercion
and national and cross national studies in the first section the editors
provide a concise critical and integrated overview of the field in both
the teaching and research aspects of political sociology especially dur
ing the last ten years part ii explores some theoretical and empirical
issues by offering models of the interrelationships between politics and
society politi cal participation within a stratification framework is
examined in part iii while some of the major issues and developments on
collective protest and radicalism are discussed in part iv violence and
coercion are age old problems of political and social systems part v
attempts to evaluate and integrate the most important theories types and
causes of violence part vi examines a number of pertinent concepts of
political sociology in various countries this includes discussions on
the legitimacy of protest in the u s and sweden the impact of
stratification on the german party infrastruc ture efficacy and support
for the mexican political system a genera tional model of the soviet
elite and the role of the cia in chile

First Lectures in Political Sociology
1949

drawing on the diverse experience of a team of internationally
recognised specialists teaching political sociology provides educators
with a concise and accessible guide to the main topic areas likely to
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form part of term semester or year long courses in political sociology

Political Sociology
1979

the world of political science new volumes the book traces the
disciplinary development of political sociology and the
transdisciplinary research into the overlapping issues involving
politics and society the contributions cover overviews of the history
methodological and theoretical development of this academic discipline
successes as well as failures in past unexplored areas and salient
issues in ongoing research are also highlighted from the contents
subrata k mitra and malte pehl taking stock of political sociology dirk
berg schlosser political culture at a crossroads kay lawson and mildred
schwartz parties interest groups and social movements shall change be
mid wife to truth eva etzioni halevy socio political inequalities elites
classes and democracy prakash sarangi contemporary approaches to the
study of the state jan van deth political sociology old concerns and new
directions

A Political Sociology of Transnational Europe
2014-02-14

State and Society
1973

Foundations of Political Sociology
2018-01-18

Political Sociology
1980
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Introduction to Political Sociology
1989

Teaching Political Sociology
2023-10-06

Perspectives in Political Sociology
1973

Political Sociology
2014

Political Sociology
2009-12-09

Political Sociology – The State of the Art
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